RECORDING ARTISTS IN MOSCOW AND ST.
PETERSBURG (3)
An Impression of Moscow and its People – The Artists including Cossacks and
Sarts – Life of the Artists in St. Petersburg – Other interesting Data.
By T. J. THEOBALD NOBLE, a Prominent European Talking Machine
Recorder.

My first artist in St. Petersburg was the best Russian tenor, Sobinoff 1. He
possesses a magnificent voice and sang six numbers in splendid style, all being
criticized and passed by him before being packed for manufacture.
At this stage a curious predicament arose, for I was informed that all the
artists of note were under agreement with a company termed The Artistic, which
was actually a company of artists who recorded without a fee but received a royalty
on their sales. Unfortunately for the irresponsible men and woman of the
company the whole concern was being managed by a man with a perfidious
reputation—strong but unpopular. This man had been earning his living by
copying Gramophone-Victor records and selling them at prices much under the
Victor. The Gramophone, eventually bought him up on the condition that he
undertook not to repeat the offense. He did not, but he utilized the money he
received— anything over $3,000—for starting his father in the same business, from
which, too, he conceived the possibility of his own company of artists. 2
We were informed of a certain dissatisfaction among the artists because
they had not received any royalties. and we decided to approach the men with a
view of persuading them to loan us artists for a monetary consideration. Knowing
the man's reputation, we had to act dexterously with the money in our pockets for
in such cases as this money talks. It did in this compromise, for after ten minutes’
conversation he agreed—or I should say we agreed—to his proposal. He was to loan
us the famous artists we desired, he receiving for each artist the sum of 100
roubles ($50), and further he was to fix the price or fees for the artists. In this
manner he received from us the sum of $600, while from the artists he received
20 per cent, and must have benefited to the extent of $1,500. From one artist
whom we were pleased to $250 per song for ten songs his commission was $500.
However, through his assistance we were able to record such well-known artists as
Kousnetzova 3, Bragin 4, Gvosdetzkaya 5 and Labinski 6, proving conclusively in
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this case that it was advantageous to hold the candle to the devil.
These famous Russian artists were exceedingly interested in the recording
and I experienced no difficulty whatever. Through the poor packing of my
recording wax I had some trouble with blinds [= blanks], which was particularly
annoying, having to record such important and expensive artists, and I was
anticipating some trouble with the artists over this. I, however, was agreeably
surprised, for not in a single instance did they object to sing again through bad
wax. In fact, after the cause of the necessity of repeating a record was explained, I
was asked after each record: “Does it look all right?”
The orchestra was above criticism, with the exception that they possessed
the same trait as their Moscow confrères— lethargy. The conductor, however was a
man of keen perception, and there was no nonchalance while he was conducting.
Davidoff 7 was the most interesting artist of all— he sang the Russian gypsy-songs
with the accompaniment of the guitar; these songs are magnificent; the idiom is
purely native and compares only with the Neapolitan songs, of which he has a
thorough knowledge and of which I made four records,
The beautiful Kousnetzova is already too well known in America for me to speak
of her splendid voice and charming personality.
All these Russian artists spoke four languages, and in two cases spoke five,
the fifth being English. I found them all decidedly more straightforward and
truthful than any other European or American artists; for example, after listening
attentively to a record being reproduced, a Russian will invariably acknowledge a
mistake by voluntarily confessing it immediately the record has finished.
Supposing he sings a trifle flat, he will, without comment or excuse, acknowledge
his fault, apologize, and actually feel concerned over spoiling the wax. In other
countries if a recorder explains apologetically that the artist is a trifle flat, he or
she will immediately exclaim: "Oh! me; that is not possible —I never sing flat”.
On the second reproduction they will observe it in some cases, but will always say:
“It certainly cannot be me; it must be the machine!”.
I was sorry to learn that I should not be recording any choirs; the best of
them had already been recorded in Moscow. There was, however, a choir of
Asenish people 8 from one of the Baltic provinces, a people resembling both the
German and Russian type. They were Russian subjects, but their singing was
certainly not in the least Russian, for a worse recording choir I have never met
and hope never shall.
The military bands, of which I made three records, were all very good,
especially the Imperial Guard Band. Here I experienced no trouble; and one of
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their principal boasts was the fact that they were never out of tune. The tenor
Bragin is worthy of special note for he sings with a tremendous power and at the
same time retains a natural sweetness of quality. He is paying a visit to America in
19149 and should prove a big success.
During my stay in St. Petersburg (Petersbourg, the Russians call it) I had
recorded twelve artists and three military bands. The cost had been, including
my own expenses, interpreter, freight, $11,500; or, having recorded 102 titles, a
little over $112 per record.
I left Russia with a feeling of regret, for here I had chanced upon a land of
music and lovers of music. The artists were the best en masse that has ever been
placed together on a respective country’s catalog.
From a talking machine recorder's point of view the chance the Russian
market stilt offers for the trade is tremendous, Here is a population of nearly two
hundred millions, the majority in the first stages of emancipation. In a few years
Russia will be wide awake with reforms; at present she is merely stretching herself
preparatory for the final awakening, when her masses will be clamoring for
everything that is interesting and musical!
From Russia I left for India, where I encountered some curious
experiences, and of which I shall write in my next article.
(from: The Talking Machine World, 9(3): 48 of 15 March 1913)
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APPENDIX
Re: Footnote 2
If we combine what Noble writes:
(“… the whole concern was being managed by a man with a perfidious reputation—strong but
unpopular. This man had been earning his living by copying Gramophone-Victor records and
selling them at prices much under the Victor. The Gramophone, eventually bought him up on
the condition that he undertook not to repeat the offense. He did not, but he utilized the
money he received— anything over $3,000—for starting his father in the same business, from
which, too, he conceived the possibility of his own company of artists.”)

with that which Fred Gaisberg writes on the subject of pirating in A Voice in Time
the person that seems to fit the profile is Norbert Mortimer Rodkinson.
“Our uncovering of this rich new gramophone field was by no means unchallenged, and we
had continual fights with competitors-some scrupulous, but most of them the reverse.
Russia was one of the countries where international patent and copyright laws did not hold
good.”

As early as the spring of 1909 Fred had been writing to his brother Will in
London about this latest Russian difficulty.
“It seems that Rodkinson was interested in a dubbing plant in Russia that dubs our own
records, and as he held notes and mortgages on the businesses of most of our Russian agents he
could easily force them to buy the dub-records of this factory. He now openly owns this
dubbing plant, and it is this that is ruining our trade there. It seems also as though Rodkinson
had some hold on Birnbaum, and this is why Birnbaum got the Co. to give Rodkinson £750
per year for 3 years when he left the Co. and negligently allowed this bonus to be called 'for past
services rendered', so R. can claim it as salary even though he is in direct competition against us

(Letter of 14 April 1909 in EMI archives).
In the spring of 1912 I was recording in St. Petersburg in our studio on the Fontanka when Joe
Cummings, a colleague from a competing concern, dropped in to see me. I was, of course,
surprised at this visit. He was a little Englishman and, in answer to my query, went on to tell me
that he had signed a year's contract with the [Rodkinson] Company. After having worked for
them for six months, he was still without any salary and was very anxious to get back to England
to his sick wife, to whom he was unable to send money. It was for this reason that he had come
to ask my assistance.
I had known that there was a Company operating in St. Petersburg. They were pirates in the
gramophone trade. In other words, they were forging our Chaliapin, Sobinov, Caruso, and
other Red Label celebrity records and selling them at reduced prices. Naturally a hue-and-cry
was raised by the artists who were being cheated out of their royalties, and for some time we
had been trying to take legal action against this firm. They were, however, too wily and our only
hope was to get evidence somehow that they were pressing records from our own records.
Joe Cummings's appearance offered me the solution to this problem, and I told him I just
wanted a little favour from him, and then he could have the money for his wife. He asked what
it was, and I replied: 'Give me a signal when Chaliapin records are actually in the press and being
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stamped in the [Rodkinson] factory”. It was arranged that the signal should be the dropping of a
handkerchief. The time and place were agreed upon and we notified the police. The plot
moved successfully, the police raided the factory and obtained all the evidence we wanted.
Their action enabled us not only to confiscate all the forged matrices but also to destroy their
entire stock of accumulated records of our celebrity artists and to close down their plant.”

(from: A Voice in Time. The Gramophone of Fred Gaisberg 1873-1951 by Jerrold
Northrop Moore. London, 1976, pp. 124-125).
However, the unidentified man in Noble’s story cannot have been Rodkinson,
since Rodkinson’s father died in 1904.
Otto Multhaupt also was involved.
In 1909 he became Technical Director of ORPHEON in St. Petersburg, Russia.
After having worked for Favorite and subsequently for (Vereinigte SchallplattenWerke) Janus-Minerva, Otto Multhaupt apparently decided to move to St.
Petersburg.
In the Phonographische Zeitschrift, 10/15/409 of ... April 1909 we read:
"Orphéon" records are being produced by the "Orphéon" Company at St. Petersburg,
Polustrowski 16. Mr. Otto Multhaupt is responsible for the technical management of this
young Russian record factory. So far the company has recorded a repertoire of some 500 titles.

That same year a series of articles written by Otto Multhaupt appeared in the
Phonographische Zeitschrift:
- "Die praktische Aufnahmetechnik" (in: PhZ 10/28/666-667 of … July 1909)
- "Das Klischieren der Aufnahme" a series of 5 articles by Otto Multhaupt,
Ingenieur, St. Petersburg
PhZ 10/46/1099-1101 of 18 Nov 1909)
PhZ 10/47/1129-1131 (25 Nov 1909)
PhZ 10/48/1158-1162 (1 Dec 1909)
PhZ 10/49/1187-1190 (8 Dec 1909)
PhZ 10/50/1216-1218 (15 Dec 1909)
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- "Kritische Bemerkungen über das Bandphonogramm"
PhZ 10/50/1211-1213 of 15 Dec 1909)
In 1910 two articles by Otto Multhaupt were published in the Phonographische
Zeitschrift:
- "Das Plattengeschäft in Russland" (in: PhZ 11/10/280-281 of … March 1910)

A 30cm bootleg of a Gramophone Company original with a PARLOPHONE (=ORPHEON)
RECORD label (private collection Toon Ekkers)
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A 30cm bootleg of a Gramophone Company original with a PARLOPHONE (=ORPHEON)
RECORD label (private collection Toon Ekkers)
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"Neue Artistengesellschaft in Russland" (in: PhZ 11/45/1003 of … Nov 1910)
"Es hat sich eine neue Plattengesellschaft gebildet die nur aus ersten Künstlern besteht. Diese
Vereinigung, die täglich neuen Zuwachs erhällt, hat sich mit der Firma Orpheon zu einem
gemeinsamen Unternehmen verschmolzen, ...".
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So RAOG teamed up with Rodkinson/Multhaupt.
On 20 March 1911: Copyright Act/Bill passed (AMPRA). From that moment onwards
copying records became illegal and Orpheon Rekord stopped its activities. (Zeleznyj p.
88-92)
In 1911 Otto Muthaupt was back in Berlin, judging from an advertisement in the
Phonographische Zeitschrift 12/19/443 of May 1911:
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In the Phonographische Zeitschrift of mid-November 1911 (12/46/1057) we find the
following report on police raids on several factories in St. Petersburg.
This piece of news seems to match what Fred Gaisberg wrote, but Gaisbertg places “his”
police raid in the spring of 1912. If this is about the same police raid, it is possible that
Gaisberg was a few months off.

Our Friend – a Record. The notes of a Collector (Nadsh Druk Gramplastika) by A.I. Zheleznyj.
Kiev: "Myzychna Ukraina", 1989, 279 Pages., ill., Hard cover, Russian
ISBN 5-88510-048-9
This book is about the history of the Russian record industry.
Information on pirate companies can be found on:
pp. 64-65: Orpheon and Melodiephon (Otto Multhaupt; D. A. Finkelstein)
pp. 66-67: Roesskoje aktsioernoje obsjtestvo grammofonov (RAOG): Carl Sandahl (formerly of
Lyrophon) and Oscar Blaiche(?).
p. 80: Melodiephon
88-92: Record copying. AMPRA

I advise anyone who is interested in Russian dubbers to visit the website

Russian-Records.com.
Click on “Piratic Labels” and “Label Index ” and you will find many examples of the
above-mentioned pirate labels.
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There is still a lot of research to be done…
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